Mutation analysis can effectively capture the dependency between source code and test results. This has been exploited by Mutation Based Fault Localisation (MBFL) techniques. However, MBFL techniques suffer from the need to expend the high cost of mutation analysis after the observation of failures, which may present a challenge for its practical adoption. We introduce SIMFL (Statistical Inference for Mutation-based Fault Localisation), an MBFL technique that allows users to perform the mutation analysis in advance against an earlier version of the system. SIMFL uses mutants as artificial faults and aims to learn the failure patterns among test cases against different locations of mutations. Once a failure is observed, SIMFL requires either almost no or very small additional cost for analysis, depending on the used inference model.
INTRODUCTION
As software systems grow in size and complexity, automated fault localisation techniques [35] have received a lot of attention [2, 25, 32, 36, 40, 41] . There are two driving motivations for automated fault localisation. First, various studies have shown that developers can benefit from automated fault localisation technique if the location of a real fault can be narrowed down to a sufficiently small candidate set [19, 37] . Second, Automated Program Repair (APR), another technique increasingly in demand, depends on the accuracy of automated fault localisation for its success [31, 33, 34] .
Mutation analysis has been successfully applied to fault localisation, resulting in a group of techniques called Mutation Based Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). Conference'17, July 2017, Washington, DC, USA © 2019 Copyright held by the owner/author(s). ACM ISBN 978-x-xxxx-xxxx-x/YY/MM. https://doi.org/10.1145/nnnnnnn.nnnnnnn Fault Localisation (MBFL) [12, 24, [28] [29] [30] . Mutation analysis applies random syntactic modifications (each corresponding to a mutation operator) to existing code, and observes whether the changes in the program behaviour are detected via testing [13] . Existing MBFL techniques exploit the captured dependency between the artificial faults (i.e., mutants) and the changes in program behaviours (i.e., test results). For example, if mutating a program causes test cases to fail in a pattern similar to an observed failure, the mutant may be near the root cause of the observed failure [28, 29] . Alternatively, if mutating a program causes test cases to fail in a pattern very different from an observed failure, the mutant may be far from the location of the root cause [24] .
Despite their success, MBFL techniques share a major weakness with mutation testing, which is the cost of test execution [13] . The more closely mutants approximate real faults, the more accurate MBFL techniques can be. As such, MBFL benefits from a large number of mutants, generated by a diverse set of mutation operators, to be analysed. However, this directly increases the cost of inspecting whether each mutant can be killed (i.e., whether the behavioural differences introduced by them are detectable), as this process requires the execution of the test suite per each mutant.
With large systems, this cost can grow significantly large, to the point that MBFL techniques cannot be used just-in-time after failures are observed. This is especially the case when MBFL techniques are used in the context of Continuous Integration (CI) [6, 23] . If developers encounter a failure during the pre-commit testing, they are likely to want a just-in-time debugging technique that ensures fast and accurate feedback, so that they can remove the fault and continue to submit the changes. If, on the other hand, a failure is observed during the post-commit testing initiated by the CI, it is still crucial for a fault localisation technique to be sufficiently fast so that developers do not wait hours for feedback [22] . The cost of having to re-run MBFL for each of the possibly many different failure patterns that can arise during pre-and post-commit testing efforts over, possibly, several commits could be truly staggering.
To overcome the high cost of mutation analysis in MBFL, we introduce SIMFL (Statistical Inference for Mutation-based Fault Localisation), an MBFL technique that allows developers to perform the mutation analysis in advance against an earlier version of the code. SIMFL constructs a kill matrix using a version of the System Under Test (SUT) before any test failures are observed.
The matrix essentially captures which test cases fail when specific locations of SUT are mutated. Once an actual failure is observed, SIMFL builds predictive models and consults them using the information of which test cases pass and/or fail under the observed failure. Depending on the statistical inference technique, the actual post-hoc analysis, required after the observation of the failure, takes either virtually no time at all (Bayesian inference), or a small fraction of mutation analysis time (Logistic Regression or Multi-Layer Perceptron). SIMFL allows developers to amortise the cost of mutation analysis and use MBFL techniques in a just-in-time manner. By doing even the model building ahead-of-time the cost can be amortized further since we only need to use the previously built model and apply it to the specific failure patterns that are observed.
We have implemented and evaluated SIMFL using multiple modelling schemes and statistical inference techniques.
Given that SIMFL uses less up-to-date (i.e., collected before the fault) information for locating faults than other MBFL and FL techniques, we expect it to be less accurate. Our focus is thus on understanding the trade-off between modelling effort and the achievable accuracy, rather than head-to-head comparison to existing approaches.
The empirical evaluation studies 357 real world faults in Defects4J benchmark [16] , using the Major mutation tool [17] . SIMFL can successfully localise up to 103 faults at the top, and 152 faults within the top five places. To reduce the cost of SIMFL even further, we also evaluate the impact of mutation sampling on the mutation analysis step of SIMFL. When using only 10% of the generated mutants for analysis, SIMFL can still achieve over 80% of its localisation accuracy, compared to when not using sampling (average 65.5 faults at the top with 10% sampling, compared to 79 faults at the top without sampling for the investigated inference technique).
The technical contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We introduce SIMFL, a Mutation Based Fault Localisation (MBFL) technique that allows ahead-of-time mutation analysis. Using the outcome of the mutation analysis, SIMFL builds a predictive model that allows developers to predict the location of actual future faults, using the test failure information as input. This process significantly amortises the cost of mutation analysis.
• We present the results of an empirical evaluation of SIMFL using the real world Java faults in Defects4J benchmark. The empirical study concerns not only the localisation accuracy, but also various related aspects of SIMFL such as the impact of different modelling schemes, the viability of models built earlier than faults, and the impact of sampling rates.
• We discuss implications and characteristics of SIMFL and its results, using a state-of-the-art SBFL technique as a counterpart. Our observations suggest that a potentially successful hybridisation may be possible between SIMFL and other fault localisation techniques.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 lays out the foundations of SIMFL by describing how the results of mutation analysis are formulated into predictive models for fault localisation. Section 3 presents the details of experimental design, including the protocols of the empirical study and research questions. Section 4 presents and analyses results, while Section 5 discusses the results in the wider context of fault localisation. Section 6 considers potential threats to validity, and Section 7 presents related work. Finally, Section 8 concludes and presents future work. 
METHODOLOGY
Intuitively, the underlying assumption of SIMFL is that, for a test that has killed the mutants located on a specific program element, the same program element should be identified as the suspicious location when the same test later fails again. This is based on the coupling effect hypothesis in mutation testing: essentially we simulate the occurrence of real faults with artificial faults with known locations, i.e., mutants, and build predictive models for actual future faults. This section describes the models and the statistical inference techniques used by SIMFL. Figure 1 depicts the expected use case scenario of SIMFL, which includes four stages:
(1) Perform mutation analysis for a version of SUT, and produce the kill matrix. The version is called the reference version. (2) While testing a subsequent version, a failure is observed. (3) Using the information of which test case(s) failed, as well as the kill matrix, build a predictive model for fault localisation. (4) Guided by the localisation result, patch the fault.
Mutation Analysis
We perform mutation analysis on the reference version of a program P with a test suite T, and compute a kill matrix, K, which contains a complete report of all tests executed on all mutants. An example kill matrix is shown in Table 1 : the mutant m 1 located in the method getType is only killed by the test case t 4 , whereas m 2 is killed by both t 1 and t 4 .
Let K m denote a set of tests that kill mutant m, let X e be a set of mutants located on a program element e ∈ P, let M e be an event that e is mutated, and let F t be an event that a test case t fails on a given program. Based on the kill matrix K, we can calculate the probability of test case t killing the mutants located on the program element e as follows:
Using Bayes' rule, we can compute the revised probability of the event that the program element e has been mutated, given that the test case t fails:
We argue that, if real faults are coupled to mutants, the probability above can approximate the likelihood that the fault is located on the program element e, when t is a failing test case in the future. This allows us to make ranking models that sort the program elements in descending order of the probability.
Ranking Models
We regard the probability in Equation 2 as the quantitative score representing how suspicious the program element e is for the failure observed via the failure of t. This section presents the formulations of ranking models based on the scores as well as more refined inference models based on kill matrix data.
Exact Matching (EM).
This model is an extension of Equation 2 to a set of test cases. Let T = {t i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n ≤ n ′ } be the test set, which consists of two disjoint sets: T f = {t 1 , . . . , t n } is the set of failing test cases, and T p = T \ T f is the set of passing tests, on the faulty program. While there can be many different formulations of ranking models based on a set of test cases, we start by treating the set of all observed failures, F T f , as a conjunctive event of individual test case failures, i.e., F T f = F t 1 ∩ · · · ∩ F t n . Our goal is to find the faulty program element e i ∈ P with the highest probability of being the cause of the observed failure symptoms, that is, P M e i | F T f . It follows that:
The denominator in Equation 3, P F T f , can be ignored without affecting the order of ranking based on this score, because it is not related to a specific program element. Expanding the numerator yields the following:
Intuitively, Equation 4 counts the mutants on e that cause the same set of test cases to fail as the symptom of the actual fault, F T f . We call this model the Exact Matching (EM) model with failing test cases, denoted by EM(F).
Alternatively, we can include passing tests in the pattern matching as well. Let P t be an event that a test case t passes on a given program, then Equation 4 changes as follows:
Similarly to EM(F), this model is called EM(F+P): it counts the mutants on e that cause the same set of test cases to fail and pass exactly as the symptom of the actual fault. If, for example, a test case t passed under the actual fault, EM(F+P) model will not count any mutants that are killed by t.
Partial Matching (PM).
The Exact Matching (EM) models lose any partial matches between the symptom and the mutation results. Suppose two test cases, t 1 and t 2 , failed under the actual fault, but only t 1 killed a mutant on the faulty program element, i.e., ∃t 1 , t 2 ∈ T f , t 1 ∈ K m ∧ t 2 K m . The information that t 1 kills a mutant on the location of the fault is lost, simply because t 2 failed to do the same. To retrieve this partial information, we propose two additional models based on partial matches: a multiplicative partial match model and an additive partial match model.
• PM + (F): Additive Partial Match Model w/ Failing Tests
Intuitively, instead of counting exact matches, we want to aggregate scores from the relationship between individual failing test cases and all mutants on a specific program element. PM * (F) and PM + (F) respectively aggregate individual scores by multiplication and addition. Note that the PM * (F) model requires a small positive quantity ϵ to prevent the value of the entire formula from being zero when there exist one or more terms that evaluate to zero.
Similarly to the case of EM models, we can also include the information of test cases that pass under the actual fault. These two models are called PM * (F+P) and PM + (F+P), and defined as follows:
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2.2.3 Linear and Non-linear Classifiers. Scores from the Bayesian inference models described in Section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 can be directly computed from the kill matrix, and requires virtually no additional analysis cost when scores are needed to be computed. However, all these models simply rely on counting matches between test results under the actual fault and kill matrix from the ahead-of-time mutation analysis.
To investigate if more sophisticated statistical inference techniques can improve the accuracy of SIMFL, we apply both linear and non-linear classifiers to build predictive models for SIMFL. These classifiers take the test results as input, and yield the most suspicious method, as well as the suspiciousness score of each method as output. Let α T i denote a 0-1 vector of the test results of T i , where 0 indicates that test case fails, and 1 indicates that test case passes. We first build a training set using the kill matrix K: test results per mutant T i are transformed into α T i , and the class is labelled based on the method where the mutant located. We train linear and non-linear classifiers using Logistic Regression (LR) and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) [11, 42] . In the serving phase, we use the suspiciousness score of each program element, which is obtained before the model computes the most suspicious method (see Figure 2) . Only using the observed failures, we can compose 0-1 vectors (i.e., LR(F) and MLP(F)), or compose 0-1 vectors by including the information of passing tests (i.e., LR(F+P) and MLP(F+P)). Note that, unlike the Bayesian inference models described in Section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, training these classifiers requires additional analysis cost to SIMFL, although training cost of these models is much lower than the cost of mutation analysis.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
This section describes the design of our empirical evaluation, including the way we use Defects4J benchmark, the research questions, as well as other environmental factors.
Protocol
One foundational assumption of SIMFL is that existing test cases can be fault revealing also for future changes. That is, for future faults to which SIMFL will be applied, test cases that would reveal them are available at the time of the ahead-of-time mutation analysis. We believe this is a likely scenario mainly in two contexts: regression faults, which are defined as failures of existing test cases, and precommit testing, for which developers depend on existing test cases for a sanity check. SIMFL is designed to reduce the cost of MBFL for these scenarios 1 .
However, this makes realistic experiments on real-world data challenging since a majority of failure triggering changes are not likely to have been committed to the main branch of the Version Control System (VCS): one of the purposes of Continuous Integration is to prevent such commits. Consequently, fault benchmarks, such as Defects4J, contain faults that have been reported externally (e.g., from issue tracking systems), and provide fault revealing test cases that have been added to the VCS with the patch itself [16] . This presents a challenge for the realistic evaluation of SIMFL in the context it was designed for. To address this issue, we introduce two experimental protocols.
Faulty Commit Emulation (FCE)
. This scenario emulates a faulty commit that would trigger failures of existing test cases simply by reversing a fix patch in Defects4J. We take the fixed version (V f ix ) in Defects4J as the reference version and performs the mutation analysis, including the test cases from the same version. Subsequently, we reverse the fix patch, execute the same test cases, and try to localise the fault using the results with SIMFL. While this may seem unnatural, we argue that this is more realistic than injecting faults artificially. Since artificially injected faults are exactly what SIMFL uses to build its models, we argue that it would get an unfair advantage if it was also evaluated on them. Instead, we emulate faulty commits using faults that some developers actually had introduced in real-world software. We use FCE to evaluate the accuracy of the SIMFL approach itself. 
Test Existence Emulation (TEE).
This scenario uses original faulty commits that led to the faulty versions (V buд ) in Defects4J, but simply pretends that the fault revealing test cases existed earlier. We have checked whether the fault revealing test cases in Defects4J can be executed against versions that precede the actual faulty version. Since system specifications evolve over time, executing a future test case against past versions is not always successful: we have identified 28 previous versions for which the future fault revealing test cases can be executed and do not fail. We use these 28 versions as references, and use their mutation analysis results to localise the corresponding faults that happened later. Figure 3 visualises the TEE scenario. Compared to FCE, TEE follows the ground truth code changes, and only assumes the earlier existence of fault revealing test cases. We use TEE to evaluate whether training SIMFL models with kill matrices of earlier versions degrades its localisation accuracy.
Experimental Premise.
Building a full kill matrix requires huge computational cost: mutation analysis of all faulty versions of Closure in Defects4J exceeded our 24 hours timeout, and other subject programs also required significant amounts of analysis time. To address this practical concern, for the purpose of experimentation, we have constructed the kill matrix using only the relevant test cases as defined by Defects4J 2 , which include the failing test cases as well as any passing test cases that makes the JVM to load at least one of the classes modified by the fault introducing commit.
Note that this procedure has been adopted strictly to reduce experimental cost. Since we only have the kill matrix for the relevant test cases, models that use F+P test cases actually use the full set of relevant test cases. However, if construction of the full kill matrix is feasible, the same input used by SIMFL in this paper is naturally available. The F+P models can be trained either using the full set of test cases (increased training cost but also richer input information), or using the relevant test cases (relevancy information is still cheaper than full coverage instrumentation).
We argue that, in general, the limitation to only the relevant test cases is a conservative one and should reduce rather than improve the fault localisation accuracy of SIMFL since other test cases could also be informative for its statistical models. 
Subject Programs
In our study, we use 357 versions of five different programs from the Defects4J benchmark set. They provide reproducible and isolated faults of real-world programs. Table 2 summarises the subject programs we used with the average number of generated mutants, methods, lines of code, and test cases across all faults belonging to each subject respectively. We could not include Mockito as we failed to compile the majority of its versions and their mutants, using the build script provided by Defects4J on Docker 3 containers.
To filter out infeasible subjects, we consider a fault that is fixed by a patch that only introduces new methods, as an omission fault, and preclude such faults from our study as the introduced method does not exist at the point when we run the mutation analysis so that cannot be localised. With this condition, we exclude total seven faults: three in Lang, one in Time, one in Closure, and two in Math.
Additionally, to contrast models with F and F+P configurations, we exclude faults whose relevant tests (see Section 3.1.3) set (F+P) is equal to the failing tests set (F): one fault each in Lang and Chart have been excluded due to this criterion. Finally, due to resource constraints, we exclude any fault from the study of F and F+P models, if the mutation analysis for its relevant tests set requires more than 24 hours. For F models, we exclude two faults in Math. For F+P models, all faults in Closure, and nine faults in Math, have been excluded due to the 24 hour timeout.
In contrast, model training is much cheaper. EM and PM models are computed virtually instantly, and the longest LR models take is typically five to six minutes against kill matrices with about 80K rows. MLP models can take up to 30 minutes on a CPU, but we expect GPU-based parallelisation to significantly speed them up.
Research Questions
This paper asks the following research questions to evaluate SIMFL.
RQ1. Localisation Effectiveness: Does the models of SIMFL produce accurate fault localisation? RQ1 is answered by computing the standard evaluation metrics, acc@n, we f , and MAP (see Section 3.4 for definitions) on the eight models of SIMFL under the FCE scenario outlined in Section 3.1.1.
RQ2. Model Viability:
How well does SIMFL hold up when applied using prior models built earlier? RQ2 is answered by computing the standard evaluation metrics using prior models built under the TEE scenario outlined in Section 3.1.2.
RQ3. Sampling Impact:
What is the impact of mutation sampling to the effectiveness of SIMFL? Since the cost of mutation analysis is the major component of the cost of SIMFL, we investigate how much impact different mutation sampling rates have. We evaluate two different sampling techniques: uniform random sampling, which samples from the pool of all mutants uniformly, and stratified sampling, which samples as equal number of mutants from each method as possible.
Metrics and Tie Breaking
We use three standard metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of SIMFL:
• acc@n: counts the number of faults located within top n ranks. We report acc@1, acc@3, acc@5, and acc@10. If a fault is patched across multiple methods, we take the highest ranked method to compute acc@n.
• we f : approximates the amount of efforts wasted by developer while investigating non-faulty methods that are ranked higher than the faulty method. It is one less than the highest rank of the faulty methods.
• Mean Average Precision (MAP): measures the mean of the average precision values for a group of all faults. For each fault, when each faulty program elements are ranked at R = {r 1 , . . . , r n }, where r i is the higher rank than r i+1 , the average precision is calculated as 1
. The faulty methods not retrieved get a precision score of zero. If multiple program elements have the same score, resulting in the same rank, we break the tie using max tie breaker that places all program elements with the same score at the lowest rank. 
Mutation Tool and Operators
In the study, we use Major version 1.3.4 [18] as our mutation analysis tool, and choose mutation operators listed in Table 3 . Note that some operators have been turned off only for specific classes to avoid errors occurred due to the exceptionally large numbers of generated mutants 4 .
Configuration & Environment
In PM * models, ϵ has been set to 0.001. We trained LR and MLP models using algorithms implemented in scikit-learn version 0.20.2 on Python version 3.7.2. For all MLP models, we use only one hidden layer whose size is 50, set maximum number of iterations to 50, and adopt Adam optimizer for weight optimisation with a constant learning rate 0.01. We performed mutation analysis on machines equipped with Intel i7-8700 CPU and 32GB RAM, running Ubuntu 16.04.4 LTS.
RESULT
This section contains the results of our empirical evaluation. Table 4 shows the results of each evaluation metric for all studied faults, following the FCE scenario. The numbers X (Y ) in the column "Total Studied" represent the number of faults that we can localise (X ), and the number of faults provided by Defects4J (Y). Evaluation metric values representing the best outcome (i.e., the largest acc@n and MAP, and the smallest we f ) are typeset in bold. See Section 3.2 for the details of exclusion criteria we used: note that more faults are excluded from the study of F+P models shown on the right.
Effectiveness (RQ1)
Overall, MLP(F+P) shows the best performance in terms of acc@n metrics, placing 42 out of 61 faults at the first place for Lang, and 38 out of 91 faults at the first place for Math. Considering that MLP(F+P) is evaluated on fewer faults (203) than MLP(F) (348), the result suggests that MLP(F+P) shows better performance on average. We argue that including results of passing tests gives richer information when compared to only using results of failing tests. However, we also note that only MLP significantly benefits from the additional information: MLP(F+P) places 32 more faults at the top than MLP(F). Two linear models, LR(F) and LR(F+P), on the other hand, do not show any significant difference in performance. This suggests that exploiting this information requires more sophisticated, non-linear inference methods.
The reason that PM + (F) shows comparable results to MLP(F) may be that it is relatively easy to simply count the matching patterns of failing tests, which are much rarer than passing tests. We also note that PM * (F) and PM + (F) both produce better results than EM(F), suggesting that partial matches are better than exact matches. This is because even the fault revealing test case may not be able to kill all mutations applied to the location of the fault (e.g., the mutant may be an equivalent one). In such a case, the EM(F) model will lose the information, while PM(F) models will benefit from other killed mutants from the same location.
Finally, the addition of passing test information to PM models actually degrades the performance significantly, as the metrics for PM * (F+P) and PM + (F+P) show. Partially matching test cases that did not fail against the faulty version with test cases that did not kill mutants at the location of the fault will directly dilute the signal, as failing tests and killed mutants are likely to provide more information about the location of the fault in general.
Based on this analysis, we answer RQ1 that SIMFL can localise faults accurately: SIMFL places at the top 23.28% of studied faults using F models, and 50.74% of studied faults using F+P models.
Model Viability (RQ2)
Following the TEE scenario described in Section 3.1.2, we seek reference versions preceding the faulty version, i.e., the versions before the faulty version that pass all test cases of the fixed program, including the fault revealing test cases. Assuming that more recent versions are more likely to serve as references, given a faulty version n, we check n − 1, . . . , n − 10, n − 20, and n − 30 previous program versions, as it is impractical to inspect all of them. Starting from 357 faulty versions of subject programs, we found 28 preceding reference versions that correspond to seven different faulty versions. We have built PM + (F) models on these 28 reference versions to localise the fault in the faulty version. Table 5 shows the rank of the faulty method based on PM + (F) models built on each preceding reference versions. For 23 out of 28 preceding references, PM + (F) produced the same rank as the FCE result, regardless of whether the reference result was good or bad. One notable exception is Math 46 (f0b12de) that places the fault in the second place, which is a significant improvement over the FCE scenario rank, 2,958. We examined the kill matrix of this reference version, and found that some mutants in the future faulty method have been additionally killed due to timeout (enforced by Major itself), contributing to the high rank (these mutants were not killed in other preceding reference versions of Math 46). We suspect that this is due to the non-determinism in the process of building the kill matrix: the mutation may have brought in flakiness that have been removed for the original program. We consider this as one of the threats to internal validity.
We answer RQ2 that performance of SIMFL using models built with preceding reference versions tends to be stable when compared to the FCE results: only 4 out of 28 preceding reference versions show degraded performance because we use less recent mutation analysis results.
Sampling Impact (RQ3)
To investigate how the mutation sampling rates affect the performance of SIMFL, we attempt to localise the studied faults using mutants sampled with different rates. For this study, we use the PM + (F) model, and compute the same set of evaluation metrics. Table 6 shows the uniform sampling results with rates of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7: all metric values are averages across 20 different samples. The column "we f mean" contains the average of 20 mean we f values, each of which is a mean we f across all faults in the corresponding subject. Table 6 also includes the results obtained without sampling (Full). The best results are typeset in bold. As expected, the Full configuration often shows the best performance, followed by sampling rates of 0.7 and 0.5. Since we expect different mutants to contribute different amounts of information to localisation, we do not find it surprising that sampling rates down to 0.5 can sometimes perform as well as the Full configuration. However, the performance does not degrade at the same rate as the sampling rate, as can be seen from the results obtained using the sampling rate of 0.1. Since larger methods are likely to produce more mutants, uniform sampling will effectively sample more mutants for larger methods. We investigate whether this is disadvantageous for relatively smaller methods by evaluating stratified sampling: given the threshold parameter N , stratified sampling randomly chooses only N mutants from methods with more than N mutants, and chooses all mutants if their number is below N . Table 7 contains the results obtained using stratified mutant sampling with N ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20}. The column "Sample Ratio" is the ratio of the number of mutants sampled by stratified sampling to the number of all mutants.
Compared to the Full configuration, the performance degradation as N decreases is notably worse than what has been observed from the results of uniform random sampling. However, even with N = 5, the sample ratio is about 0.25 on average, higher than the smallest sampling rate for the uniform sampling. The comparison suggests that, contrary to our concern for a potential bias against smaller methods, stratified sampling is actually harmful to SIMFL. One interpretation of the result is that, if we assume that the location of a fault is a random variable, larger methods are by definition more likely to contain it.
We answer RQ3 that the impact of mutation sampling is observable but not too disruptive: uniform sampling can take sampling rate down to 0.1 and still localise on average, at the top, more than 80% of the faults placed at the top when using all mutants. However, stratified sampling actually harms SIMFL: larger methods need to be represented by more mutants.
DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the results in Section 4 with a comparison to a state-of-the-art SBFL technique, and detailed analysis on the performance for Commons Lang.
Comparison to Other FL Techniques
There are a number of factors that present challenges for comparing SIMFL with existing MBFL techniques. All existing MBFL techniques are designed to mutate the faulty version of the program, whereas the design focus of SIMFL is to perform the mutation analysis beforehand. Given the high cost of MBFL techniques [30] , we could not perform two sets of mutation analysis for all studied faults. Moreover, existing empirical evaluation of MBFL techniques has either focused on C benchmarks [24, 27, 28] or used EXAM scores at the statement level as the evaluation metric [30] , making an indirect comparison of published results also difficult.
To gain some insights into the trade-off between amortised modelling efforts and localisation accuracy, we instead present a comparison of method level fault localisation results with a state-of-the-art Spectrum Based Fault Localisation (SBFL) technique, FLUCCS [32] , which aggregates multiple SBFL techniques as well as static code and change metrics using learning-to-rank techniques. After reproducing the results of FLUCCS using the publicly available version 5 , we have extracted the intersection of studied faults using Defects4J fault ids, and computed evaluation metrics for the common faults. Table 8 Figure 4 gives a closer look at how individual faults are ranked differently by SIMFL and FLUCCS respectively. Figure 4a plots each individual fault at (x, y), in which x is its rank by SIMFL and y its rank by FLUCCS. Any data points near the y = x line represent faults that are ranked similarly by both SIMFL and FLUCCS; data points far away from the line represent faults that are ranked very differently by two techniques.
While there is a high-density cluster of data points near the y = x line in the high-rank region (many faults are ranked at the top by both techniques), we note that there is also a long tail dispersion of data points far from the line. This suggests that there are clusters of faults that one technique is significantly more effective than the other, and vice versa. Figure 4b and 4c magnify these long tails by focusing on faults that are ranked within the top 20 by one technique but not by the other. These faults suggest that two techniques can be complementary to each other for certain faults, and there may exist an effective hybridisation of two. Considering that SIMFL does not use any information from the actual failing executions, we think that its results are comparable to those of FLUCCS, and that the trade-off is manageable. SIMFL tends to outperform FLUCCS for Lang and Time, but FLUCCS outperforms SIMFL for other projects. This is discussed in the following section (Section 5.2). A closer analysis of individual faults suggests that two techniques can be complementary to each other.
Test Case Granularity
A common pattern observed in all configurations of SIMFL is that it performs the best for Commons Lang. Following Laghari and Demeyer [20] , we hypothesise that this may be related to the test case granularity: if each test case covers only a small number of methods, SIMFL can benefit from this as failures of each test case will be tightly coupled with a few candidate locations. Figure 5 contains the results of test granularity analysis. The left boxplots show the number of methods whose mutants are killed by the failing tests per projects, while the right boxplots show the same numbers but only for faults that are successfully localised within the top three places. The results show that successfully localised faults are revealed by test cases that have finer granularity. Test cases of Commons Lang have significantly finer granularity when compared to other subjects, leading us to conjecture that test case granularity is why SIMFL performs more effectively against Lang than others. However, the results also show that SIMFL is not simply reflecting a one-to-one mapping between methods and their unit tests. A failing test case of Closure covers mutants in 50 methods on average, but SIMFL can still localise 46 out of 132 faults within the top five if we use PM + (F) (see Table 4 ).
We need more experiments to fully understand the conditions under which SIMFL performs well but the analysis above indicates that granularity is not the whole story. We hypothesize that SIMFL should also be able to work well with higher-level, system test cases if there are many such test cases and that they are diverse [7] . If such a test suite is combined with extensive mutation analysis the kill matrix should encapsulate diverse enough failure patterns so that statistical inference can still pinpoint individual faults.
Statistical Inference Techniques
Given the problem formulation we have introduced in this paper, there is a plethora of statistical inference techniques that can be potentially used for fault localisation. We have used three of the most basic techniques. Even though more advanced, but then typically also more complex, techniques could be used there is support in the literature for using more basic methods. For example, Hall et al. [10] found that fault prediction models that performed well were often based on simple modelling techniques such as Naive Bayes or Logistic Regression. Still, future work should investigate the use of modern machine learning alternatives since the extra accuracy can save precious developer time.
Since the results from fault localisation techniques are typically presented to developers as a ranked list of code locations to be investigated alternative modelling techniques such as Learning to Rank [4, 32] should also be investigated.
We also note that formulating the fault localisation problem as statistical inference naturally opens up to the inclusion of other features during modelling. For example, SIMFL can be hybridised with other fault localisation techniques, either by incorporating existing features, e.g. code coverage information, into its own models, or by being used as a feature in models built or learnt for other localisation techniques.
THREATS TO VALIDITY
Given the controlled setting for our experiments and the clearly defined objective measures, there are few threats to the internal validity of our study. There are some threats to internal validity that are inherent to any mutation analysis and hard to completely avoid, such as non-determinism due to mutation and equivalent mutants, which have been discussed in Section 4. Similarly, we see few threats to the construct and conclusion validity. The metrics we used are standard in the fault localisation literature. To more definitively compare different statistical inference techniques we could use statistical analysis. However, establishing one best technique is not our main goal here and we would likely need more study subjects for such a comparison to be meaningful.
Rather, the main threat of our study is to its external validity. Even though we studied five different subjects from the real-world Defects4J benchmark to mitigate this threat, this does not allow us to generalize to many, other programs and test suite contexts. Still, there was enough variation among the five subjects for us to identify SIMFL's dependence on the granularity of the test cases (as discussed in Section 5.2 above). However, only further work on more subjects can help gauge the generality of our results.
RELATED WORK
SIMFL is an MBFL technique that allows ahead-of-time mutation analysis. Existing MBFL techniques, Metallaxis [28, 29] , MUSE [24] and its variation MUSEUM [12] , all require the faulty program to be mutated, incurring significant analysis cost after the observation of failure. Metallaxis uses SBFL-like formulas to measure the similarity between failure patterns of the actual fault and mutants. MUSE and MUSEUM both focus on two principles: first, if we mutate already faulty parts of the program, it is unlikely that we will observe more failing test cases, and we may even observe partial fixes, and second, if we mutate non-faulty parts of the program, it is likely that passing tests will now fail. MUSE and MUSEUM define their suspiciousness scores using the ratios of fail-become-pass and pass-become-fail tests. Pearson et al [30] showed that these MBFL techniques can be improved by hybridising mutation-based scores with other features.
As a fault localisation technique, SIMFL can be seen as predicting where faults are most likely to be located. This is different from, but related to, other forms of software defect prediction [10, 21] which typically uses software metrics and code attributes, but rarely information from the dynamic testing, to predict defect-proneness. A recent exception is the study by Xiao et al. [38] , which uses test results to dynamically tune traditional defect prediction models. Still, they predict and rank modules based on their overall defect proneness, with the goal of directing quality assurance efforts, rather than for localising actually observed faults.
SIMFL was initially formulated based on Bayesian analysis to infer likely fault locations given test information. In the context of fault localisation, Abreau et al. [1] have introduced Barinel, an SBFL technique that adopts Bayesian reasoning to generate candidate sets of multiple fault locations. To the best of our knowledge, SIMFL is the first MBFL technique that uses Bayesian inference as well as other statistical inference techniques. Bayesian inference has been used in other forms of defect modelling. Fenton et al. [9] proposed and later summarized [8] work on using Bayesian Belief Networks for software defect prediction. Similarly, Okutan and Yildiz [26] used Bayesian modelling to predict defect proneness based on software metrics. However, like the other work on software defect prediction, the focus is on software quality, reliability, and the number of remaining defects, not, as for SIMFL, on helping to locate specific faults based on test information.
Mutation analysis has been used to improve statistical software fault prediction models, by Bowes et al. [3] . By adding 40 mutationbased metrics calculated based on information collected by running the publicly available PITest mutation testing tool to 39 traditional, static source code metrics the study showed improvements in predictive performance. The models predicted which classes where faulty rather than helping rank and locate specific faults at the method level as we do here.
Like other fault localisation (FL) techniques, SIMFL tries to locate faults in a SUT based on dynamic information [35] . The most widely studied FL approach is Spectrum-based Fault Localisation (SBFL) [5, 14, 15] which combines code coverage and test outcomes to rank code locations by their suspiciousness score. FLUCCS [32] is a state-of-the-art FL technique which aggregates multiple SBFL techniques and improves predictions with software defect prediction metrics, both static code as well as change metrics. Like other SBFL techniques, FLUCCS is more costly than SIMFL since it requires code coverage information for the SUT version on which the tests failed. While SIMFL also depends on dynamic information, it not only eliminates the need for code instrumentations, but can perform the dynamic (i.e., mutation) analysis ahead-of-time. This allows the cost to be amortized over multiple development iterations and allows faster feedback when a failure is observed.
Xuan and Monperrus [39] improve SBFL by creating more finegrained test cases based on individual assertions in the existing test suite. As discussed above SIMFL performs better when test cases are of higher granularity and can better point to a specific or small set of source code locations. Future work should investigate if we could thus combine SIMFL with the fine-graining techniques of Xuan and Monperrus.
Overall, SIMFL differs from software defect prediction methods since it has different goals, modeling inputs, and prediction targets. It is less costly than SBFL techniques in that it requires neither code coverage nor static code metric information. Also, in comparison to other mutation-based FL techniques, it can amortize the cost of mutation analysis over multiple development iterations.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper introduces SIMFL, a Mutation Based Fault Localisation (MBFL) technique that allows users to perform the mutation analysis in advance, before the actual failure is observed. SIMFL relies on statistical inference techniques to train predictive models that can be used with the information of which test cases have actually failed. This allows us to use the concrete and precise dependencies between source code and test cases for fault localisation, without having to expend the large cost of mutation analysis only after the failures are observed. We have empirically evaluated SIMFL using 357 real world faults from Defects4J benchmark. SIMFL can localise 103 faults at the top, and is capable of retaining over 80% of its localisation accuracy at the top when we sample only 10% of all generated mutants.
Future experiments on more programs should investigate the effects that test case granularity, test suite strength, and test case diversity have on SIMFL's performance. Future work will also consider both improving the accuracy and lowering the cost of analysis even further. To improve accuracy, we will consider a wider range of statistical inference techniques, as well as hybridisation with other feature sets and fault localisation techniques. To lower the cost, we will investigate whether past code change and test result history can be used in tandem, or instead of, mutation analysis. Test execution information collected whenever developers locally run tests against their recent changes could potentially alleviate the need for mutation analysis altogether.
